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ABSTRACT

In 2016, the Supreme Court clarified the scenarios in which an “undue burden” is imposed on a pregnant person seeking an abortion in Whole Woman’s Health v. Hellerstedt. As a result, the constitutionality of many of Virginia’s abortion regulations seems in doubt. These unconstitutional regulations include the TRAP regulation that limits the type of facilities that can provide abortions, and statutes relating to informed consent and mandatory waiting periods. Thus, the outlook following the Court’s ruling in Whole Woman’s Health looked, if not bright, then at least hopeful for reproductive rights. That changed, though, with the Court’s 2018 ruling in National Institute of Family & Life Advocates v. Becerra and the retirement of Justice Anthony Kennedy. Both the Court’s seeming reversal of some of the progress made in Whole Woman’s Health in Becerra and Justice Kennedy’s retirement have darkened the outlook for reproductive rights going forward. Therefore, it is now necessary more than ever for Virginia to pass the Whole Woman’s Health Act to protect Virginians access to affordable and safe abortion services. The Whole Woman’s Health Act, that has been twice proposed and twice dismissed with little debate, would strike the statutes that Whole Woman’s Health suggested were unconstitutional from the Virginia Code. Thus, ensuring safe and equal access to abortion services for all those who are need of these critical health care services.

INTRODUCTION

In May 2018, the Special Session of the General Assembly was just coming to an end, and the goal for this paper was to make a strong argument that the General Assembly should pass the Whole Woman’s Health Act in Virginia because the 2016 Supreme Court decision, Whole Woman’s Health v. Hellerstedt, made many of Virginia’s abortion restrictions plainly unconstitutional. The future looked, if not bright, then at least hopeful for reproductive rights.2

---

1 See Whole Women’s Health v. Hellerstedt, 136 S. Ct. 2292 (2016).
Then came National Institute of Family & Life Advocates v. Becerra (NIFLA v. Becerra) and the retirement of Justice Anthony Kennedy.\(^3\) NIFLA v. Becerra, in dicta, reaffirmed the Supreme Court’s approval for persuasion-based regulations of abortion upheld in Planned Parenthood v. Casey,\(^4\) this time on First Amendment grounds, with little room for a balancing test or a fact-based inquiry.\(^5\) Additionally, Justice Kennedy’s retirement and the nomination of Judge Brett Kavanaugh to the Supreme Court put the decision in Whole Woman’s Health, if not the entirety of Roe v. Wade,\(^6\) in jeopardy.\(^7\) Meanwhile, in Virginia, the Board of Health moved to re-open the question of the Targeted Regulation of Abortion Providers (TRAP) regulations by directing the Commissioner of Health to restart the review process and issue a new Notice of Intended Regulatory Action (NOIRA).\(^8\) Additionally, several independent abortion providers filed a comprehensive federal lawsuit in the United States District Court for the Eastern District of Virginia challenging the very same statutes and regulations that the Whole Women’s Health Act proposed to strip out of Virginia’s civil and criminal code.\(^9\)

In an ideal world, the constitutionality of a given statute would not depend on the current composition of the Supreme Court.\(^10\) This has never re-

---


\(^5\) See Becerra, 138 S. Ct. at 2371–72 (“[T]his Court has not recognized ‘professional speech’ as a separate category of speech,” so “[s]peech is not unprotected merely because it is uttered by ‘professionals.’”).


\(^10\) This seems an impossibly idealistic standard, even looking at the different interpretations of the constitutionality of abortion regulations adopted by Justice Breyer and Justice Kennedy in Whole Woman’s Health and Stenberg v. Carhart, and Casey respectively. For example, “[i]n Gonzales v. Carhart, Justice Kennedy emphasized a wide range of permissible state interests implicated by abortion,” putting preference on deference to state interests, “[w]here [the State] has a rational basis to act, and it does not im-
ally been true, as the ideology of the Court has swung back and forth throughout the decades. But never before has the decision about the nomination of an associate justice to the Supreme Court been so blatantly based on a single litmus test as to make it improbable that the confirmation of Judge Kavanaugh will have no impact on the future of Roe. After all, President Trump promised his constituents that he would appoint pro-life judges to the Supreme Court to overturn Roe.

Even if Roe is not overturned outright and the shell of the right to abortion remains intact, it is highly likely that the constitutional right to a safe and legal abortion will continue to erode and the gains made in Whole Woman’s Health will be swiftly reversed as new abortion cases reach the Supreme Court. The fundamental promise of Roe, that the pre-viability right to an abortion would be protected as a fundamental right wherein any government interference with the right would be required to satisfy a “strict


scrutiny” test, has been watered down significantly, perhaps most notably by Justice Kennedy in the Planned Parenthood v. Casey compromise. The promise of Roe has never really been fulfilled for a large number of women due to income and geographic constraints and constant attacks at both the federal and state levels. In many cases, the promise of Roe has been illusory rather than real. Roe was a “promise of greater reproductive freedom and an end to the fear and secrecy that had plagued many people’s experiences of ending pregnancies,” and a statement that a person’s interests in their own bodily autonomy superseded those of the state, at least pre-viability.

However, much like the provider-plaintiffs in the Falls Church Medical Center v. Oliver lawsuit against the Common-wealth of Virginia, I am unwilling to concede the fundamental point that many of the statutes and regulations constraining abortion providers currently in place in Virginia are consistent with the United States Constitution. Until Whole Woman’s Health is actually overturned it remains good law, thus the General Assembly should act accordingly.

Abortion restrictions within the Virginia Code, even those previously upheld under Casey, are unlikely to withstand the undue burden test outlined in Whole Woman’s Health. The principle of stare decisis dictates that the Supreme Court, regardless of its constituent justices, should continue to uphold Whole Woman’s Health and protect the right to a safe and legal abortion in the United States.

---

21 Stare Decisis, BLACK’S LAW DICTIONARY (5th pocket ed. 2016) (defined as “The doctrine of precedent, under which a court must follow earlier judicial decisions when the same points arise again in litigation.”); Dawn Johnsen, Entry 14: The Only Good Ruling Would Strike Down Texas’ Terrible Laws, SLATE (June 26, 2016), http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/the_breakfast_table/features/2016/supreme_court_brea
will in fact do so, Virginia should follow the example of states like California, Montana, and others, and seek to protect the residents of the Commonwealth from unnecessary encroachments on women’s access to necessary reproductive healthcare.

While amending the current TRAP regulations through the proposed NOIRA process can provide some relief, it would not be enough to undo all of the unconstitutional and medically unnecessary constraints on abortion. And, because of the peculiarities of Virginia’s constitutional amendment process, achieving protection for abortion access through that avenue is a long, multi-year prospect. Passing the Whole Woman’s Health Act (the Act) would undo most of the worst abortion-related laws and regulations in Virginia with one stroke, ensuring that Virginia’s laws are both constitutionally sound and consistent with good public health policy.

The Act would bring abortion in line with other medical procedures, such as colonoscopies, root-canals, and miscarriages. The question that Whole Woman’s Health seems to implicitly posit is this – if treating abortion differently (which never means less stringently) than other healthcare procedures will
always add additional burdens, then what is the benefit that justifies imposing this additional burden?

Part I of this paper will explain what the Whole Woman’s Health Act is and what it would do, if enacted into law. Then, Part II will cover the historical and legal context of the current statutory and regulatory scheme of abortion restrictions in Virginia. This section grapples with the two main arguments that proponents of the many statutes and regulations both in Virginia and elsewhere make: (1) that the state has an inherent interest in the life of the fetus that it has a constitutional right to protect and (2) that the state has an inherent interest in the “health and wellbeing of the mother” which makes these regulations absolutely necessary.28 The former is a question purely of law while the latter is a question of fact.29 This paper argues that the laws the Whole Woman’s Health Act would overturn are not grounded in health and safety, as claimed, or even if they originally were, they no longer serve this purpose. Therefore, treating abortion as different for purely ideological reasons goes against the spirit of Whole Woman’s Health and is not good policy. Next, Part III of this paper will address Whole Woman’s Health and the Whole Woman’s Health Act in the context of Casey and NIFLA v. Becerra and conclude that it is consistent with both constitutional law and good public policy to enact the Whole Woman’s Health Act and reverse the tide of harmful abortion regulations in Virginia. Finally, this paper will end by reiterating the significant need for the Whole Women’s Health Act in Virginia.

I. THE WHOLE WOMAN’S HEALTH ACT: WHAT IT IS AND WHAT IT DOES

After Whole Women’s Health was decided in 2016, abortion advocates were emboldened to tackle abortion restrictions across the states with bold and proactive measures.30 One lane of attack was, of course, the courts.31
Across the country, abortion advocates filed lawsuits challenging both new and old abortion restrictions. In 2017, anti-abortion state legislators continued to introduce bills restricting abortions, however, more than 400 pro-abortion legislators made their own inroads in many states, including Illinois, Delaware, Oregon, and New York.

Virginia’s pro-choice democratic lawmakers also introduced their own proactive bills, including the Whole Woman’s Health Act. This bill was introduced by Delegate Jennifer Boysko (D-Fairfax) and aimed to undo many of the worst restrictions on abortion in Virginia. In 2017, the Act did not even get a hearing. The Chair of the House Courts of Justice Committee, Delegate David B. Albo (R-Fairfax), sent a letter to the sponsors of “controversial” bills that read, in part, “As you know, the Committee historically kills bills associated with liberal politics, and the Governor vetoes bills associated with conservative politics, if we spend the effort in hearing these bills, then we would have much less time to review the bills that actually have a chance to become law.” In 2018, the bill was re-introduced both in the House of Delegates by Delegate Boysko as H.B.1231 and in the Senate by Senator Jennifer McClellan (D-Richmond) as S.B.910. This time it received a hearing in both chambers, though it did not make it out of committee.

31 See, e.g., Complaint, Whole Woman’s Health All. v. Hill, No. 1:18-cv-1904 (S.D. Ind. 2018); Ted Booker, Whole Woman’s Health Alliance Files Lawsuit over Indiana’s Abortion Restrictions, IND. ECON. DIG. (June 22, 2018), https://indianaeconomicdigest.com/main.asp?SectionID=31&SubSectionID=91&ArticleID=92543.

32 CTR. FOR REPROD. RIGHTS, supra note 30, at 33. Many of these challenges are still under appeal and on their way to the Supreme Court. Even in Texas, abortion advocates filed another suit challenging a broader spectrum of regulations than Whole Woman’s Health. Ashley Lopez, Abortion Providers File Sweeping Lawsuit Against ‘Burdensome’ Restrictions in Texas, KUT 90.5 (June 14, 2018), http://www.kut.org/post/abortion-providers-file-sweeping-lawsuit-against-burdensome-restrictions-texas. These have not always been successful, with the Eighth Circuit upholding an admitting privileges requirement similar to the one struck down in Texas. CTR. FOR REPROD. RIGHTS, supra note 30, at 36. The United States Supreme Court denied the petition in that case on May 29, 2018. Thus, Planned Parenthood of Ark. & E. Okla. v. Jegley remains precedent for that circuit. Planned Parenthood of Ark. & E. Okla. v. Jegley, 864 F.3d 953 (8th Cir. 2017).


36 Id. (Delegate Boysko, the sponsor of the bill held a press conference protesting the move).


38 Whole Women’s Health Act: Hearing on S.B. 910 Before the S. Comm. on Education and Health,
The Whole Woman’s Health Act would enshrine in the Virginia Code a pregnant person’s “fundamental right to obtain an abortion” and would ensure that no statute or regulation would be construed to prohibit abortion before viability or when “necessary to protect the life or health of the pregnant person.” The Act would also preserve the Whole Woman’s Health holding that any statute that places a burden on a pregnant person’s access to abortion without conferring any legitimate health benefit is unenforceable. Additionally, it would expand the category of those who can perform a first trimester abortion to include physician’s assistants, midwives licensed by the Board of Medicine acting and within the scope of practice, and other advanced practice clinicians (APCs) subject to licensing requirements by the Board of Medicine and the Board of Nursing and acting within their scope of practice. The Act would also broaden the category of those who can perform second trimester abortions to include clinicians acting under supervision of a physician and eliminate the requirement that second trimester abortions be performed in a licensed hospital. Furthermore, the Act would eliminate the TRAP statute, classifying facilities that perform five or more first trimester abortions as a hospital, and the ultrasound and written consent requirements. Lastly, the Act would eliminate the criminalization of abortion and would allow the sale of insurance policies that provide coverage for abortions through the exchanges established in the Commonwealth pursuant to the federal Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.
II. IT IS NOT ABOUT HEALTH – A HISTORY IN THREE ACTS

Attacks on abortion did not stop after Roe. In the beginning, little effort was made to hide behind the veneer of women’s health and well-being.\textsuperscript{45} When United States House of Representative member Henry Hyde (R-Illinois) introduced the Hyde Amendment in 1976 to stop government health coverage of abortion care, he explained that “[he] would certainly like to prevent, if [he] could legally, anybody from having an abortion: a rich woman, a middle-class woman, or a poor woman. Unfortunately, the only vehicle available is the [Medicaid] bill.”\textsuperscript{46} In its current form, the Hyde Amendment prevents not just enrollees of Medicaid, but also enrollees in the Children’s Health Insurance Program, the Medicare program, and others, from receiving abortion care funded by the government unless the life of the pregnant person is threatened or the pregnancy is a result of rape or incest.\textsuperscript{47} The Supreme Court upheld the validity of the Hyde Amendment in 1980, justifying its decision by reasoning that the problem of access was caused by the women’s poverty, not government action, and while government could not place an “undue burden” on a woman’s right to pursue an abortion, it was not required to “guarantee” the right to an abortion.\textsuperscript{48}

The anti-abortion movement lauded this decision and clung onto this line of reasoning well into the late 1980s and early 1990s. They believe that since “a human being is formed at conception of equal moral value to born persons; there is (virtually) no justification for ending that life; hence abortion is murder.”\textsuperscript{49} Anti-abortion advocates and legislators were thus willing to push for legislation purely and openly designed to reduce the number of abortions, without supplying superfluous justifications or feigning concern for the pregnant person.\textsuperscript{50}

\textsuperscript{45} See Mary Ziegler, The Jurisprudence of Uncertainty: Knowledge, Science, and Abortion, 2018 Wis. L. Rev. 317, 320, 343–45 (2018) (describing the anti-abortion movement which, while funded in the 1960’s by the Catholic Church among other ideologically religious backers, “made deliberately secular arguments, spotlighting what pro-lifers described as the right to life of the unborn child.”).

\textsuperscript{46} Champlin, supra note 16, at 8–12.

\textsuperscript{47} ALYSSA LLAMAS ET AL., PUBLIC HEALTH IMPACTS OF STATE-LEVEL ABORTION RESTRICTIONS 3 (2016).

\textsuperscript{48} Harris v. McRae, 448 U.S. 297, 322 (1980) (citing McGowan v. Maryland, 366 U.S. 420, 425 (1961)) (“The guarantee of equal protection under the Fifth Amendment is not a source of substantive rights or liberties, but rather a right to be free from invidious discrimination in statutory classifications and other governmental activity. It is well settled that where a statutory classification does not itself impinge on a right or liberty protected by the Constitution, the validity of classification must be sustained unless "the classification rests on grounds wholly irrelevant to the achievement of [any legitimate governmental] objective."); Champlin, supra note 16, at 9–10.


\textsuperscript{50} See id.
In the late 1990s, the focus began to shift. The same people who had been content ignoring the point of view of the woman involved in the equation suddenly found the other interests discussed in Roe compelling, perhaps because they faced growing support for women’s rights and abortion rights. To rebrand the movement as women-centered, and not fetus-centered as it previously had been, David Reardon, one of the movement’s “thought leaders,” urged anti-abortion advocates to “always – ALWAYS – place our arguments for the unborn in the middle of a pro-woman sandwich. Our compassion for the woman must be voiced both first and last in all our arguments, and in a manner which shows that our concern for women is a primary and integral part of our opposition to abortion.”

A stark distillation of a pro-women argument divorced from the fetus-centric consideration has been summarized thus: “insofar as motherhood is a constitutive end of women’s well-being, abortion harms women; thus, abortion is wrong and should be prohibited, restricted, or avoided when possible regardless of the moral status of the fetus.”

It is from these at least partly disingenuous beginnings that one can trace the changes in the policy track taken by anti-abortion advocates and legislatures through the early to mid-2000s and 2010s, as TRAP laws sprung up like weeds from state house to state house under the banner of protecting women’s health. President George W. Bush’s “partial birth abortion ban,” was affirmed by the Supreme Court in 2007 and justified by Justice Kennedy under the guise of protecting women from “regret” and emotional distress since they would “struggle with grief more anguished and sorrow more profound” upon learning details of the procedure, leaning on a perceived medical uncertainty to rationalize the decision to not interfere with the legislature on this question. The Court used women’s health to justify

---

51 David S. Cohen, Will Rejecting Woman-Protective Justifications for Antiabortion Laws Increase Harassment and Violence?, 94 CONTRACEPTION 441, 441–42 (2016); Lydia Saad, Public Opinion About Abortion - an In-depth Review, GALLUP (Jan. 22, 2002), https://news.gallup.com/poll/9904/public-opinion-about-abortion-indepth-review.aspx (“In the initial years after the Roe v. Wade decision, the number of Americans holding the extreme positions was roughly the same, at the 20% level. In the 1980s, attitudes gradually shifted toward the pro-choice position, so that by 1990, the liberal extreme outnumbered the conservative extreme by a more than two-to-one margin. This trend peaked in June 1992, with 34% saying abortion should be legal in all cases and only 13% saying it should be completely banned.”).

52 David C. Reardon, MAKING ABORTION RARE: A HEALING STRATEGY FOR A DIVIDED NATION 26 (1996).


its decision despite the American Congress of Obstetricians and Gynecologists’’ (ACOG) argument that there was a medical consensus at the time that intact dilation and extraction (D&E) procedures were “safest and offered significant benefits for women suffering from certain conditions that made the potential complications of non-intact D&E especially dangerous.” The Court did not even give serious consideration to the question of the lack of exemptions to the prohibition and weighed the paternalistic opinion of the legislature above medical evidence and expertise.

A. Act I – Vestiges of the Pre-Roe Era

In Virginia, as elsewhere, many of the laws challenged by the provider-driven Falls Church v. Oliver lawsuit and targeted by the Whole Woman’s Health Act were put in place with the specific aim of reducing access to abortion. Abortion was illegal in Virginia prior to Roe. After 1973, the legislature, instead of legalizing all abortion except in some particular circumstances, legalized only certain exceptions to the criminal statute without getting rid of the statute all together. This means that in Virginia, if someone is not performing an abortion as prescribed by the law, they are committing a felony offense.

If the Whole Woman’s Health Act were to be enacted in Virginia, two statutes that currently restrict a woman’s access to a safe and legal abortion would be overturned. Those statutes, the “Physicians-Only Law” and the hospital requirement for all post-first trimester abortions (“Hospital Re-

---


58 Falls Church Complaint, supra note 9, at 40.


60 Falls Church Complaint, supra note 9, at 19. This Complaint was filed as I was writing this Article, and I found the nomenclature and classification used therein useful and borrowed it for this Article. Most of it is common parlance in the reproductive rights and advocacy field in Virginia, but I should give credit to the drafters of the Complaint for so succinctly framing the problems of the various portions of Virginia’s abortion statutory and regulatory scheme.

61 Criminalization of abortion is another issue entirely, and one worthy of its own detailed review. It should be noted here that prosecutors in Virginia have found creative ways to prosecute women for pregnancy outcomes. For example, consider the case of Michelle Frances Roberts in Chesterfield who currently on trial for an alleged self-induced abortion even though the statute presupposes the culprit inducing an abortion “of another”, and the case of Katherine Dellis who was prosecuted, convicted, and later pardoned of a felony concealment of a dead body following a miscarriage. E.g. V.A. CODE § 18.2-71 (2018); Justin Jouvenal, Virginia Governor Pardons Woman Convicted of Disposing of Stillborn Fetus, WASH. POST (June 1, 2018); Mark Bowes, Judge Clears Way for Prosecution of Chesterfield Woman Charged with Self-Aborting Late-Term Fetus, RICH. TIMES-DISPATCH (Oct. 27, 2017).
quirement"), were both enacted in 1975. A lot has changed since 1975 in the field of abortion medicine, making both statutes obsolete. The current code criminalizes all abortions in Virginia except those performed by a licensed physician, with violations punishable as a Class 4 Felony with a sentence of up to ten years and exorbitant civil fines. To escape a criminal penalty, second-trimester abortions must be performed in a licensed hospital, which Virginia’s Department of Health has interpreted to mean facilities operating in compliance with the “Outpatient Surgical Hospital” regulations, including physical facility, personnel, and procedure requirements too onerous for many independent abortion providers to satisfy.

In an interesting twist, the Attorney General for the Commonwealth of Virginia filed a Motion to Dismiss the Falls Church v. Oliver Complaint, arguing that the current law does not, in fact, prevent facilities, such as those of the plaintiffs, from performing second-trimester abortions, since they are classified as hospitals under the TRAP statute. This is a novel interpretation of the statute, one that has not been adopted by either Virginia’s Department of Health or the abortion facilities themselves. No court has ruled on this interpretation yet and it is unclear whether a court would agree with the Attorney General’s argument given the legislative and regulatory history of the TRAP statute and associated regulations. If it is a fair inter-

62 VA. CODE §§ 18.2-72–18.2-73 (2018); see also Falls Church Complaint, supra note 9, at 36.
63 See Falls Church Complaint, supra note 9, at 20, 31–32; Amanda Chatel, What Getting an Abortion was Like in the ’60s, ’70s, and ’80’s Compared to Now, BUSTLE (Jan. 22, 2018), https://www.bustle.com/p/what-getting-abortion-was-like-in-the-60s-70s-80s-compared-to-now-7977372.
64 See VA. CODE § 18.2-72 (2018); VA. CODE § 32.1-27(C) (2018); Falls Church Complaint, supra note 9, at 36.
65 VA. CODE ANN. § 18.2-73 (2018); 12 VA. ADMIN. CODE §§ 5-410-10, 5-410-1150, 5-410-1380 (2018); see Falls Church Complaint, supra note 9, at 27–28 (noting the “thicket of extensive administrative and bureaucratic requirements” for outpatient surgical hospitals).
66 Motion to Dismiss Plaintiff’s Complaint at 6–7, Falls Church Med. Ctr. v. Oliver, No. 3:18-cv-428 (E.D. Va. 2018) (“Plaintiffs here have suffered no injury in fact because they are not subject to criminal prosecution under Section 18.2-73. Section 18.2-73 requires second-trimester abortions to be ′performed in a hospital licensed by the State Department of Health.’ Plaintiffs argue that their facilities are not ′hospitals′ under Section 18.2-73, but that argument misreads Virginia law…each plaintiff satisfies exactly the definition of ′hospital′ under Section 32.1-123 … each plaintiff is a ′hospital′ for purposes of Section 18.2-73…As a result, plaintiffs are not subject to criminal liability under Section 18.2-73.”); Laura Vozzella, Virginia Attorney General Files Motion to Dismiss Lawsuit Challenging State Abortion Restrictions, WASH. POST (July 15, 2018), https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/virginia-politics/ag-herring-files-motion-to-dismiss-lawsuit-challenging-virginia-abortion-restrictions/2018/07/14/4cbfd6ac-86da-11e8-9e80-403a221946a7_story.html?utm_term=.62fcf874e5c8.
67 Virginia Coalition to Protect Women’s Health, Comment Letter on Amendments for Regulations for Licensure of Abortion Facilities (Feb. 11, 2015), https://townhall.virginia.gov/L/viewcomments.cfm?commentid=39140 (pointing out that this requirement is not medically necessary).
68 See generally Falls Church Complaint, supra note 9, at 17, 20; Victoria Cobb, What’s Mark Herring Doing, THE FAMILY FOUND. (July 16, 2018), http://www.familyfoundation.org/blog/whats-mark-herring-doing (Commenting that abortion opponents are similarly flummoxed by the Attorney General’s
pretation, the legislature could use the Whole Woman’s Health Act to offer clarity in this regard.

As currently practiced and interpreted by Virginia’s administration and abortion providers, both of the aforementioned 1975 statutes are out of touch with current medical science; viewed through the lens of Whole Woman’s Health’s balancing test, both statutes create burdens without conferring medical benefits on patients, placing their constitutionality in question.69 Limiting the kind of clinicians who can perform abortions in Virginia artificially limits the supply of abortion providers. Virginia’s regulatory scheme mimics the Virginia Code, preventing APCs, like licensed nurse practitioners, certified nurse-midwives, and physician assistants from providing abortion care.70 At the same time, APCs perform other, more dangerous procedures in medical offices all across the Commonwealth every day with no interference.71 Virginia’s Code even allows certified nurse midwives to assist patients with labor and delivery during home-births despite the fact that giving birth is more likely to lead to death or complications than a first trimester surgical abortion.72 Moreover, other states allow APCs to provide abortion care.73

This restriction is especially peculiar when one considers the case of medication abortions. Medication abortion is a method of ending an early pregnancy with oral medications. It is extremely safe and associated with

---

69 Falls Church Complaint, supra note 9, at 25–28; see R. Alta Charo, Whole Women’s Victory—Or Not?, 375 NEW ENG. J. MED. 809, 810 (2016) (“The Whole Women’s Health decision also made more explicit that whether a law constitutes an ‘undue burden’ on abortion rights requires looking at whether its purported benefits are reasonable in light of the limitations it imposes.”).

70 Falls Church Complaint, supra note 9, at 36–37; see generally Carole Joffe & Susan Yanow, Advanced Practice Clinicians as Abortion Providers: Current Developments in the United States, 12 REPROD. HEALTH MATTERS 198, 199 (2004) (Defining advanced clinical practice more expansively as a “nurse practitioners, certified nurse-midwives and physician assistants, who fill distinct professional roles in US health care…Nurse practitioners may specialize in any one of a number of fields, including women’s health. Certified nurse-midwives provide a full range of ob/gyn care. Physician assistants are not nurses, but health professionals with advanced medical training. Like nurse practitioners, physician assistants may specialize in a range of fields, including women’s health or obstetrics and gynecology…”).

71 Falls Church Complaint, supra note 9, at 37.

72 See VA. CODE § 54.1-2957.03(B) (2018); Kaiya A. Lyons, Proscribing Prescriptions: A Legal Analysis of State Off-Label Restrictions on Medication Abortion, SUA SPONTE (Nov. 21, 2016), http://editions.lib.umn.edu/suasponte/2016/11/21/proscribing-prescriptions-a-legal-analysis-of-state-off-label-restrictions-on-medication-abortion/ (“In fact, contrary to state laws that suggest abortions are high-risk procedures, at least one study demonstrates that early surgical abortions are safer than giving birth.”).

73 See Falls Church Complaint, supra note 9, at 36; see also An Overview of Abortion Laws, GUTTMACHER INST. (Sept. 1, 2018), https://www.guttmacher.org/state-policy/explore/overview-abortion-laws (“42 states require an abortion to be performed by a licensed physician.”).
few complications because it requires no anesthesia.\textsuperscript{74} Medication abortion involves no surgery or procedure, it is simply the taking of pills.\textsuperscript{75} Complications after medication abortions occur only after the patient has left the clinic and are extremely rare.\textsuperscript{76} Importantly, the rates of adverse events following a medication abortion are far lower than those associated with pregnancy and childbirth.\textsuperscript{77} One would hardly think that a licensed physician’s attention is required while taking a pill with such a significant safety record.

However, across the country, these kinds of restrictions are hardly uncommon. Thirty-four states have similar physician-only laws on the books, even for medication-only abortions, and nineteen states prohibit telemedicine of medication abortion, thus requiring that clinicians prescribing the medicine be physically present in the room when the patient takes the medication.\textsuperscript{78} A veritable plethora of medical research, however, demonstrates that medication abortion can be safely and effectively administered through telemedicine by APCs and does not have to be performed by a licensed physician to be safe and effective.\textsuperscript{79} Reducing access by artificially lowering the supply of clinicians available to administer medication abortions places an undue burden on patients who want an early and safe termination of their pregnancy. Medication abortion allows for abortion very early in the pregnancy, something that is both safer than later term abortions and preferred by many American women.\textsuperscript{80}

Paradoxically, should a woman suffer a miscarriage or should she have retained tissue in her uterus after an abortion, trained APCs in Virginia are able to “safely provide misoprostol and/or mifepristone to facilitate the

\textsuperscript{74} See Medical Abortion, Mayo Clinic (July 7, 2018), https://www.mayoclinic.org/tests-procedures/medical-abortion/about/pac-20394687.

\textsuperscript{75} Id.

\textsuperscript{76} Kelly Cleland et al., Significant Adverse Events and Outcomes After Medical Abortion, 121 Obstetrics & Gynecology 166, 169 (2013) (finding that clinically significant adverse outcomes were rare in abortions administered by Planned Parenthood affiliates); see also Medical Abortion, supra note 74 (listing the common complications that are associated with medical abortions); Nadine Shehab et al., Emergency Department Visits for Antibiotic-Associated Adverse Events, 47 Clinical Infectious Diseases 735, 738 (2008) (showing the rates of emergency department visits for common antibiotics); Ushma D. Upadhyay et al., Incidence of Emergency Department Visits and Complications After Abortion, 125 Obstetrics & Gynecology 175, 178 (2015) (showing the rates of complications for medical abortions).


\textsuperscript{78} LLAMAS ET AL., supra note 47, at 12.

\textsuperscript{79} Id.

evacuation of the uterus.” These are the same drugs that must be administered by a physician in the course of the abortion, but they do not require the same kind of oversight or scrutiny when administered for related medical conditions, despite there being no difference in the associated risk to the patient.

The case for a physician-only law for surgical abortions is no sounder. The *Falls Church v. Oliver* Complaint states in part, “[t]here is no statistically significant benefit, as measured by complication rates, failure rates, or any other outcome, when aspiration abortions are performed by physicians as compared to APCs.” And with respect to first trimester surgical abortions, studies do bear this out. With a growing shortage of licensed physicians who specialize in patient-oriented care, including primary healthcare, there is a growing movement to broaden the scope of practice for APC’s across all fields to keep up with demand for medical services. Treating abortion differently than any other similarly situated medical procedures, and thus limiting the number of medical professionals able to assist with abortion care, does nothing to advance patient safety and only restricts access to safe abortions.

The other 1975 vestige, the Hospital Requirement, did once have some basis in medical reality. At the time, the primary method of second trimester abortion was induction. A patient’s labor was induced by a physi-
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82 See Falls Church Complaint, *supra* note 9, at 37.
83 Suction abortion (also called vacuum aspiration) is the most common type of in- clinic abortion. It uses gentle suction to empty a woman’s uterus. *In- Clinic Abortion*, PLANNED PARENTHOOD, https://www.plannedparenthood.org/learn/abortion/in-clinic-abortion-procedures (last visited Sept. 25, 2018).
84 See Falls Church Complaint, *supra* note 9, at 38.
87 Falls Church Complaint, *supra* note 9, at 20.
cian by means of an injection of medication directly into the patient’s amniotic fluid. Such an injection resulted in the patient undergoing the full labor process as if they were giving birth, a painful, potentially dangerous and traumatic procedure requiring close monitoring and potential medical intervention and lasting long enough to sometimes require an overnight stay at a hospital.\textsuperscript{88} Often, the patient’s retained placenta had to be surgically removed, leading to other potential complications.\textsuperscript{89} At the time, therefore, both the American Public Health Association (APHA) and ACOG issued opinions stating that second trimester abortions should take place in a hospital due to the associated risks and the need for monitoring and care throughout.\textsuperscript{90}

Today, induction abortions are very uncommon in the United States, both because of the risks and the associated cost.\textsuperscript{91} Aspiration abortion and D&E abortions have superseded induction as the methods of choice because they are safer and cheaper.\textsuperscript{92} Both are office-based, out-patient procedures that do not require hospital facilities.\textsuperscript{93} While medicine has moved on, the law has not. The Hospital Requirement, as it has been interpreted, has led to Virginia having only two facilities capable of providing abortions after thirteen weeks.\textsuperscript{94} Both are surgical centers and are required to have “sterile operating rooms of at least 150 square feet or more, depending on sedation level provided; patient corridors at least five or six feet wide, depending on location; and similarly specific requirements regarding HVAC systems, fin-


\textsuperscript{89} See id.

\textsuperscript{90} Falls Church Complaint, supra note 9, at 20.


\textsuperscript{92} See Jones & Weitz, supra 91, at 626–27. The divisions between first and second trimester are somewhat artificial, as “[a]bortion care is best understood as a continuum of techniques—from induction to dilation and evacuation and from intact to removal in multiple pieces—rather than as comprising distinct categories,” making the arbitrary distinctions between late first term and early second term abortions specious, forcing pregnant people to get procedures at much higher costs when the actual procedures themselves, nor the risks associated, would perceptibly differ, based solely on an arbitrary number of weeks. Id. at 623.

\textsuperscript{93} See Jones & Weitz, supra note 91, at 627 (2009) (stating that “Numerous more-minor surgical procedures may be performed in physicians’ offices and outpatient clinical settings...”); see also NAT’L ABORTION FEDN., 2017 CLINICAL POLICY GUIDELINES FOR ABORTION CARE 32 (2017) (stating that “Abortion by dilation and evacuation (D&E) after 14 weeks from LMP is a safe outpatient procedure when performed by appropriately trained clinicians in medical offices, freestanding clinics, ambulatory surgery centers, and hospitals.”).

\textsuperscript{94} Vozzella, supra note 19. And the costs are hefty, with the procedure costing $1,700 at the Richmond clinic, not including transportation, overnight stays before the procedure for the twenty-four hour wait-period if necessary, missed work, child care, and other costs. See Fees, MED. CTR. FOR WOMEN, http://richmondmedctrforwomen.com/fees/ (last visited Sept. 2, 2018).
ishes for ceilings, walls, and floors, and recovery room dimensions and layout." This is in addition to the rigorous and expensive Certificate of Public Need process that surgical centers have to go through before they can receive a license in the first place.

As they apply to the Hospital Requirement, both ACOG and APHA have changed their recommendations, acknowledging the change in medical practice. Other states without such requirements have not seen a deterioration in care. In fact, research shows that abortions provided in surgical centers do not lead to a statistically significant decrease in complications or adverse results than those performed in out-patient doctors’ offices. In addition to the lack of medical evidence supporting the law, the statute includes no exception for cases where a pregnant person’s life or health is in danger and they need an emergency abortion in their second trimester. Even though there are many more first trimester abortions than second, second trimester abortions are sometimes necessary. The lack of adequate access to affordable second trimester abortions has a greater impact on low income people and people of color as well as those seeking an abortion for a wanted pregnancy after discovering a medical reason to have one – punishing those least able to absorb the added financial burden. Studies have shown that “black women, those with lower educational levels, those relying on financial assistance for the procedure, and those who recognized the pregnancy later than seven weeks” after their last menstrual period “were more likely to have received abortions at or after 13 weeks.”

95 Falls Church Complaint, supra note 9, at 32.
96 12 VA. ADMIN. CODE § 5-220-20 (2018); see also VA. CODE § 32.1-102.3 (2018) (discussing the criteria for determining the need sufficient for the obtainment of a Certificate of Public Need).
97 See Falls Church Complaint, supra note 9, at 37; see also NAT’L ABORTION FED’N, supra note 93, at 32 (stating that “Abortion by dilation and evacuation (D&E) after 14 weeks from LMP is a safe outpatient procedure when performed by appropriately trained clinicians in medical offices, freestanding clinics, ambulatory surgery centers, and hospitals,” based on numerous studies and professional guidelines, including the 2013 ACOG Abortion Practice Bulletin for Second Trimester Abortions from 2013).
100 Jones & Weitz, supra note 91, at 623–24.
101 See id. at 624 (“Several studies indicate that the factors causing women to delay abortions until the second trimester include cost and access barriers, late detection of pregnancy, and difficulty whether to continue the pregnancy. In part because of their increased vulnerability to these barriers, low-income women and women of color are more likely than are other women to have second-trimester abortions.”); see also Margie Del Castillo, Virginia Latina Advocacy TRAP Comment, VA. REG. TOWN HALL (July 31, 2014), https://townhall.virginia.gov/L/viewcomments.cfm?commentid=35924 (stating that Virginia’s regulations on women’s health centers create additional barriers to quality healthcare for Latinas which further delay and increase the cost of abortion care for low-income Latinas).
102 LLAMAS ET AL., supra note 47, at 7.
Abortion regulations do not do their harm in isolation. Increasing the time, distance and cost necessary to receive an abortion can push the wanted abortion further and further out of reach for the already marginalized.

B. Act II – Two Trip Mandatory Delay Law

In the early 2000s, Virginia passed its own informed consent law, requiring that patients seeking an abortion give “informed consent” before receiving an abortion. They must also be offered materials drafted by the state that contain inaccurate and biased information about the abortion procedure and fetal development, which they can accept or refuse. Should the patient accept the materials, they must receive them in person at least twenty-four hours before the procedure, or if the patient chooses to get them by mail, the materials must be sent to them at least seventy-two hours before the procedure.

In 2012, Virginia passed an additional law that required the patient to undergo a transabdominal ultrasound and then wait twenty-four hours before being able to actually undergo an abortion procedure. The statute states that the ultrasound is done for the purpose of determining the gestational age of the fetus. The addition of the mandatory ultrasound turned Virginia into a Two Trip Mandatory Delay State.

In addition to performing the ultrasound, however, “[i]f gestational age cannot be determined by a transabdominal ultrasound, then the patient undergoing the abortion shall be verbally offered other ultrasound imaging to determine gestational age, which she may refuse.” Medically speaking, before a certain point in the pregnancy, an ultrasound is not the best method of determining gestational age and, in fact, is not part of standard medical practice. However, this procedure is not required if the woman seeking

---

103 VA. CODE § 18.2-76(A) (2018); see also VA. CODE § 18.2-76(D) (2018) (defining “informed consent”).
106 Id. § 18.2-76(B).
107 Id.
108 Id., Falls Church Complaint, supra note 9, at 23.
109 Id. VA. CODE § 18.2-76(B) (2018).
110 See NAT’L ABORTION FED’N, 2018 CLINICAL POLICY GUIDELINES FOR ABORTION CARE 14-15 (2018) (“The use of ultrasound is not a requirement for the provision of first trimester abortion care. Proper use of ultrasound may inform clinical decision-making in abortion care...”)
an abortion is a “victim of rape or incest” and “if the incident was reported to law-enforcement authorities.”\textsuperscript{111} In addition to performing the ultrasound, the provider must offer the patient the opportunity to “view the ultrasound image, receive a printed copy of the ultrasound image and hear the fetal heart tones” and “shall obtain from the woman written certification that this opportunity was offered and whether or not it was accepted.”\textsuperscript{112} Finally, the law provides that a woman living more than 100 miles away from an abortion provider can obtain the ultrasound two hours before the procedure.\textsuperscript{113}

The history of the informed consent requirement is rooted in the anti-choice movement. Part of the informed consent law is based on the original model statute from Ohio, which was championed by pro-life advocates like Jane Hubbard, the President of Akron Right to Life. She insists that it “‘ensure[s] that a woman who decides to abort her child will have... scientifically and medically accurate information.’”\textsuperscript{114} Though not as prescriptive or as extreme as the Akron version, which was struck down by the Supreme Court in 1983,\textsuperscript{115} the Virginia requirement remains problematic and ultimately is based in the same anti-choice origins.

The very fact that the ultrasound requirement is not linked to medical necessity, which is inconsistent with medical practice, and sets the waiting period cut off arbitrarily at 100 miles is evidence that the requirement bears little relation to patient health and safety.\textsuperscript{116} While there is some slim evidence that “‘the process of having the ultrasound image described and displayed may be the tipping point that leads a woman who was in the process of making her decision about whether to have an abortion decide to continue her pregnancy,’” this is not necessarily a desirable outcome, as research shows that women who do not receive wanted abortions face many negative consequences.\textsuperscript{117}

Like most of the other restrictions on abortion care, the ultrasound requirement creates a substantial obstacle for those already facing significant barriers to healthcare access. The additional costs of a second visit, which formed when a specific question requires investigation.”).

\textsuperscript{111} VA. CODE § 18.2-76(B) (2018).
\textsuperscript{112} Id. § 18.2-76(C).
\textsuperscript{113} Id. § 18.2-76(B).
\textsuperscript{114} Ziegler, supra note 45, at 336.
\textsuperscript{116} In fact, having these requirements can lead to patients not receiving the best abortion services for them, especially when combined with the plethora of other laws and regulations already impeding access. See COMM. ON REPROD. HEALTH SERVS., NAT’L ACAD. OF SCI., ENG’G & MED., THE SAFETY AND QUALITY OF ABORTION CARE IN THE UNITED STATES 77 (2018).
\textsuperscript{117} LLAMAS ET AL., supra note 47, at 11 (quoting USHMA D. UPADHYAY ET AL., EVALUATING THE IMPACT OF A MANDATORY PRE-ABORTION ULTRASOUND VIEWING LAW: A MIXED METHODS STUDY 20 (2017)).
are not covered by health insurance or government-provided health insurance plans (due to that pesky Hyde amendment), increases the burden for those traveling less than 100 miles to a clinic.\textsuperscript{118} For hourly employees, part-time workers, and low-wage workers an extra day off work can make the difference between making rent or not, and in some instances even keeping a job or not. Childcare costs, transportation costs, and potential costs for overnight lodging if a patient is able to get back-to-back appointments add up quickly. These costs fall particularly heavily on people of color, those living in rural areas, the low-income, the undocumented, and the otherwise marginalized.\textsuperscript{119}

Even worse, while abortion is very safe, risks increase with gestation.\textsuperscript{120} Because of limits on third-trimester abortions, patients can lose their ability to obtain a legal abortion if they do not make it to a provider in time.\textsuperscript{121} Twenty-four hours can stretch into days or weeks when one considers the fact that clinics do not have abortion providers on staff every day of the week, patients’ work and child-care needs can make planning two back-to-back appointments difficult, and patients seeking an abortion just before a gestational limit can be priced out of an abortion or prohibited from obtaining a legal abortion due to the delay.\textsuperscript{122} Research shows that women in states with waiting periods are more likely than those in states without to have at least two weeks pass between the initial call to schedule an abortion and the abortion itself.\textsuperscript{123}

There is also research demonstrating that women who receive provider counseling, mandated by state law and drafted by the state, find it less “beneficial” than patients who receive counseling not prescribed by the

\textsuperscript{118} Falls Church Complaint, \textit{supra} note 9, at 52.

\textsuperscript{119} Id.


\textsuperscript{121} See RACHEL K. JONES & JENNA JERMAN, TIME TO APPOINTMENT AND DEALYS IN ACCESSING CARE AMONG U.S. ABORTION PATIENTS 3 (2016) (explaining that timeliness is key to obtaining a legal abortion because of time requirements for first-trimester abortions and decreased availability of second-trimester abortions).

\textsuperscript{122} See LLAMAS ET AL., \textit{supra} note 47, at 23 (explaining that the twenty-four hour waiting period can turn in to two weeks due to reasons such as limited appointment availability, conflicting work schedules, finding transportation, and coordinating child care); see also JONES & JERMAN, \textit{supra} note 122, at 13 (explaining that due to the higher expense and lower availability of second trimester abortions delays can make abortion inaccessible); Kari White et al., Experiences Accessing Abortion Care in Alabama among Women Traveling for Services, 26 WOMEN’S HEALTH ISSUES 298, 302 (2016) (explaining the difficulties in arranging multiple appointments).

\textsuperscript{123} LLAMAS ET AL., \textit{supra} note 47, at 23; see JONES & JERMAN, \textit{supra} note 122, at 11 (explaining that due to the higher expense and lower availability of second trimester abortions delays can make abortion inaccessible).
Clinicians who perform abortions are already bound, like other medical professionals, by training and licensing requirements and codes of ethics to provide “adequate and appropriate information about procedures and receive patients’ consent before performing them.” Forcing these medical professionals to go against their training and engage in what can be termed, in essence, “ideological speech” forces them to “commit an untenable ethical and professional wrong: deceiving their patients and withholding...clinical data.”

While there have been several attempts to push for revisions to the materials, those provided today are still problematic. For example, in describing complications for vacuum aspiration, the documents currently provided state that “[a]ll complications may require Emergency Room treatment or surgery.” This is misleading because few complications actually require a visit to the emergency room, and if treatment is promptly started, full recovery is generally expected. Furthermore, in describing the developmental stages of a human embryo-fetus, the materials repeatedly call the pregnant woman “mother,” a loaded term given the context. Overall, the current materials overstate the risks of abortion, including the psychological consequences, understate the risks of childbirth, and use emotionally loaded language that lacks objectivity. A panel of experts in human anatomy working on the Informed Consent Project at Rutgers University reviewed the fetal development portion of Virginia’s ‘informed consent’ documents and found 22.29% of the statements to be inaccurate out of the total 157, with thirty-five medically inaccurate statements and 41% of statements about the first trimester inaccurate.

The combination of geography, economics, and the lack of insurance coverage with the already steep costs of the abortion procedures and associated costs of days off, child-care, travel, and ultrasounds ensure that the informed consent and ultrasound provisions are not mere inconveniences.
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125 Id. at 11 (quoting Howard Minkoff & Mary Faith Marshall, Government-Scripted Consent: When Medical Ethics and Law Collide, HASTINGS CTR. REP. 21, 21 (2009)).
128 See generally id.; VA. DEP’T OF HEALTH, supra note 128.
Justice Stephen Breyer, in urging the Court to look at undue burden empirically, forced the Court to consider these nuances and think about the actual experiences people have accessing abortion care. The Whole Woman’s Health Act would eliminate these needless impediments without sacrificing quality of care. Abortion patients should not be treated differently than other kinds of patients. There is no medically justifiable basis for it. Abortion patients want what all patients want: competent, compassionate care, an honest and respectful relationship with a provider they can trust, and the ability to make the right choice for them in consultation with their provider without jumping through superficial hoops.

C. Act III – The TRAP (Targeted Regulation of Abortion Providers)

Virginia’s anti-choice state legislators took their biggest swing at abortion providers during the 2011 General Assembly session with the passage of the “Licensing Statute.” Enacted as Virginia Code Section 32.1-127(B)(1), the statute requires providers that perform five or more abortions per month to be subject to stringent licensing requirements and be regulated as “hospitals.”

As a result of the enactment of the Licensing Statute, the Virginia Department of Health’s moved to “convene a medical committee to provide input on the regulatory drafting process.” As explained in the Falls Church v. Oliver Complaint, the committee was comprised of relevant experts, such as OB/GYN department chairs from major hospitals in Virginia, and it recommended that “onerous, unnecessary physical plant requirements contained in the regulations not apply to existing clinics, given that they were already providing high quality, safe care.” The Board of Health initially adopted regulations exempting existing clinics, but “in June 2011, Attorney General Ken Cuccinelli – against medical opinion and expertise –
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132 See Falls Church Complaint, supra note 9, at 15. The TRAP was introduced as an amendment to an unrelated bill, SB 924. See Katharine Greenier & Rebecca Glenberg, Virginia’s Targeted Regulations of Abortion Providers: The Attempt to Regulate Abortion out of Existence, 71 WASH. & LEE L. REV. 1233, 1239 (2014).
133 VA. CODE § 32.1-127(B)(1) (2018). This TRAP law was a surprise amendment to a bill requiring the Board of Health to promulgate regulations defining the minimum standards for hospitals in Virginia, an amendment that saw no public debate and was rammed through the Senate on a 20-20 vote broken by, then, Lieutenant Governor Bill Bolling and signed into law by Governor Bob McDonnell. See Robin Marty, McDonnell Signs TRAP Bill, Unnecessarily Restricting Women’s Access to Reproductive Health Centers, REWIRE NEWS (Jan. 1, 2013) https://rewire.news/article/2013/01/01/virginia-governor-signs-trap-bill-to-add-unnecessary-regulations-to-states-reprodu/.
134 Falls Church Complaint, supra note 9, at 22.
135 Id.
refused to certify the regulations with exemptions."  

After significant pressure from the Attorney General’s office, including an ominous and threatening letter directed to the members of the Board, the Board of Health promulgated regulations without a waiver in September 2012 on a re-vote. The regulations became effective in 2013. As a result of the highly contentious and politicized process, Karen Remley, then Commissioner of Health, resigned from her position. She wrote to her colleagues explaining that her decision to resign was based upon the fact that "how specific sections of the Virginia Code pertaining to the development and enforcement of these regulations have been and continue to be interpreted has created an environment in which my ability to fulfill my duties is compromised and in good faith I can no longer serve in my role."

As abortion providers began shutting their doors, a new administration took office in January 2014. Governor Terry McAuliffe ordered the Board of Health to take another look at the 2013 Licensing Regulations and solicit public comment. Again, the Board of Health heard from experts, providers, and the public. The healthcare community came out in force to make the argument that the regulations in place were completely inappropriate for facilities performing only first trimester abortions. In the meantime, while the contentious regulatory battle was brewing, the Supreme Court decided *Whole Woman’s Health*.

In order to comply with the decision, the Board of Health stripped requirements from the regulations that mandated the “facilities comply with certain provisions of the Guidelines for Designs and Construction of Hospitals and Outpatient Facilities issued by the Facilities Guide Institute.”
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While these changes were certainly a positive step in the right direction, they did not cure all of the flaws in the regulations. These flaws that remained stemmed from the medically unnecessary and unduly burdensome requirement that the Board regulate facilities that perform five or more abortions as a type of hospital. Governor McAuliffe signed these new regulations, which became effective in May 2017. This history is instructive in demonstrating that even at the inception of the most recent batch of laws and regulations, opinions of medical experts were ignored, as laws and regulations were passed for the express purpose of limiting abortion. After all, Attorney General Cuccinelli openly admitted in an interview that his ultimate goal at the time was to “make abortion disappear in America.”

The Virginia TRAP statute and subsequent regulations were not substitutes for regulations already on abortion providers. These were in addition to the already-existing robust regulatory schemes that ensure that any office-based outpatient medical care is safe and effective. In Virginia, the Department of Health Professions’ (VDHP) authority, separate from that of the Virginia Department of Health, extends to the regulation of healthcare providers licensed by the boards within VDHP, including the Boards of Medicine, Nursing, and Pharmacy. This Department has its own inspection, investigative, and enforcement authority and can refer violators to the

amendments to the regulations were deemed necessary by the Department based on advice from the Office of the Attorney General. The following additional amendments have been proposed: Onsite Inspections–striking certain requirements; Patient’s Rights–Striking specific reference to Joint Commission Standards; Infection Control–Striking specific reference to CDC Guidelines; Maintenance–Striking certain requirements already addressed by existing legal requirements; Firefighting Equipment and Systems–Striking requirements already addressed by existing legal requirements; Design and Construction–Amended to specify that all construction of new buildings and additions, or major renovations to existing buildings for occupancy as an abortion facility shall conform to state and local codes and ordinances. At a special meeting of the Board of Health on October 24th, 2016, several additional amendments to the proposed language were submitted as motions by individual Board members and approved by the Board.”

See 12 VA. ADMIN. CODE § 5-412-100 (2018); see also id. § 5-412-10 (defining “abortion facility”).


148 Falls Church Complaint, supra note 9, at 12 (citing Interview by Peter Shinn with Ken Cuccinelli, Va. Att’y Gen. (May 9, 2012)).
Office of the Attorney General for criminal prosecution when necessary and impose monetary penalties.151 Virginia’s Board of Medicine also has enforcement and licensing authority over physicians and clinicians in the Commonwealth.152 The regulations promulgated by the Board of Medicine further outline standards of practice, covering a plethora of issues ranging from informed consent to discharge policies to administration of anesthesia in office-based settings.153 The new licensure requirements under the TRAP statute apply in addition to all the already-existing regulations, arbitrarily adding a medically unnecessary layer of regulation and paperwork.154 Still, these requirements only apply to facilities performing five or more abortions per month and do not regulate offices where other, riskier procedures take place.155

Abortions are incredibly safe, but the TRAP regulations contain detailed requirements for clinical protocols, including equipment and supplies, medications, and anesthesia, even more detailed than some of those for required for inpatient hospitals.156 Studies confirm that abortion safety does not vary based on the type of facility where the abortion is performed, whether an office setting or a full ambulatory surgical center.157 Thus, the TRAP statute and subsequent regulations at their very core are “not based on scientific evidence and don’t protect patient safety.”158

The worst of the TRAP building requirements were removed from Virginia’s regulations in 2016.159 However, what remain are extensive administrative requirements, inappropriate for small medical offices with limited staff and few resources.160 These include bloated formalities like a “quality improvement committee” responsible for oversight and supervision of the required “ongoing, comprehensive, integrated, self-assessment program of the quality and appropriateness of care or services provided.”161 In addition to the administrative burdens, the licensing requirements involve routine, warrantless, unannounced, and invasive inspections.162

152 See id. § 54.1-2915(A).
155 See Falls Church Complaint, supra note 9, at 29.
156 See generally 12 VA. ADMIN. CODE § 5-412 (explaining the significant TRAP requirements for abortion facilities).
157 ANSRH, supra note 98.
158 Id.
159 See Falls Church Complaint, supra note 9, at 24–25.
160 Id. at 28.
162 Falls Church Complaint, supra note 9, at 30.
There have been no detailed studies of the effect of Virginia’s TRAP statute on patient outcomes or experiences, but research from other states throughout the country indicates that TRAP laws can have a deleterious effect on patient outcomes by increasing wait-times and costs and reducing overall access. Since the TRAP regulations were enacted, abortion clinics have had to devote an increasing amount of time and staff resources to complying with the regulations, time and resources that would otherwise be devoted to patient care.

The impact of the TRAP regulations is born out in the fact that in 2008, 85% of Virginia counties had no abortion provider and 54% of women in Virginia lived in those counties. By 2014, after the TRAP regulations were enacted, these numbers had gone up to 92% and 78% respectively, effectively denying Virginian women the right to accessible and affordable abortion services.

III. UNDUE BURDEN TEST POST-WHOLE WOMAN’S HEALTH

*Roe* was a flawed decision, one that was subsequently weakened further by the Supreme Court in *Planned Parenthood v. Casey, Gonzales v. Carhart,* and others. In case after case, the Court seemed to put a premium on a state’s explicit objectives when passing regulations and took little stock of actual circumstances many pregnant people face when they attempt to access their fundamental right. Whole Woman’s Health appeared to be a watershed moment that could change the tide and open the doors to challenge the hundreds of abortion restrictions passed throughout the country over the last few years.

---


164 E.g., Falls Church Complaint, supra note 9, at 40.


168 E.g., Gonzales, 550 U.S. at 163–64 (stating that in cases of medical uncertainty, states have “wide discretion” to pass legislation).

169 See Ted Booker, Whole Women’s Health Alliance Files Lawsuit Challenging Indiana Abortion Restrictions, SOUTH BEND TRIB. (June 22, 2018), https://www.southbendtribune.com/news/local/whole-woman-s-health-alliance-files-lawsuit-challenging-indiana-abortion/article_12e6063c-c547-5516-9f61-b12f82a5cf1.html (stating that Whole Women’s Health Alliance was able to challenge abortion restrictions in other states following *Whole Woman’s Health v. Hellerstedt*).
Perhaps the most important take-away from Whole Woman’s Health, aside from the re-affirmation that abortion is a constitutionally protected right, was the majority’s deference to empiricism. \textsuperscript{170} The Court did not just accept Texas’ stated health and safety reasons for the restrictions, but instead assessed the underlying basis for the professed health benefits and the actual effects on access. \textsuperscript{171} The Court rejected the notion that courts are not “competent” to review the benefits and burdens abortion restrictions impose when the restriction “purportedly was enacted to promote an interest in potential life.” \textsuperscript{172} Instead, the Court reaffirmed that “[t]he statement that legislatures, and not courts, must resolve questions of medical uncertainty is also inconsistent with this Court’s case law,” and that Gonzales really meant that “court[s] retain [] an independent constitutional duty to review factual findings where constitutional rights are at stake.” \textsuperscript{173}

When substantial burdens are imposed on pregnant people accessing their constitutionally guaranteed rights with no compelling evidence of benefits, as was the case in Texas, the law must be struck down as unconstitutional. \textsuperscript{174} In Virginia, the overall legal scheme that would be struck down by the Whole Woman’s Health Act is exactly of this ilk. There are no real health benefits to any portion of the TRAP statute and regulations, the abortion criminalization statutes, or the informed consent statutes. Despite the regulatory changes made in 2016, the current regulations remain an impediment to the opening of new facilities and create undue burdens for patients as they try to access abortion care.

\textbf{IV. THE POST-WHOLE WOMAN’S HEALTH WORLD - SO WHAT ABOUT CASEY?}

\textit{Whole Woman’s Health} did not overturn the confusing and problematic history of Supreme Court decisions on abortion by presenting a new test. \textsuperscript{175} \textit{Casey} and \textit{Gonzales} were not reversed by this decision, and the damage to abortion access already done was not completely undone with one stroke. The Court did flesh out the undue burden balancing tests, placing it on more

\textsuperscript{171} See id. at 2310–13.
\textsuperscript{173} Id. at 55–57 (citing Whole Woman’s Health, 136 S. Ct. at 2309–10).
\textsuperscript{174} See Whole Woman’s Health, 136 S. Ct. at 2318.
\textsuperscript{175} See id. at 2309–10 (using the undue burden standard to find a Texas law’s admitting-privileges and surgical-center requirements for its abortion clinics unconstitutional).
solid ground and thereby giving some room to re-examine statutes previously deemed constitutional.\textsuperscript{176}

Given the retirement of Justice Kennedy and the fact that the Trump administration will, in all likelihood, be able to appoint a justice to the Supreme Court, the future of \textit{Whole Woman’s Health} is uncertain.\textsuperscript{177} However, even if the decision is untouched, there remain questions about its effects on statutes that are not directly analogous to those found unconstitutional in Texas. It is unclear how \textit{Whole Woman’s Health} would impact the 24-hour waiting period, mandatory ultrasound, non-structural TRAP regulations, criminalization of abortion, and the other laws and regulations the Whole Woman’s Health Act would strike from the Virginia Code.\textsuperscript{178}

While \textit{Casey} has not been overturned, and in fact has been reaffirmed in dicta by the majority in \textit{NIFLA v. Becerra} on First Amendment grounds, the fact-based inquiry the Supreme Court requires in \textit{Whole Woman’s Health} should extend to the regulations and laws previously upheld by the Court.\textsuperscript{179} The regulations ought not be judged as constitutional or not based solely on their content, but rather, they should be judged on their impact – a fact-specific inquiry to be undertaken in each individual case.

After \textit{Roe}, \textit{Casey} was the next watershed decision in abortion politics. In it, the Supreme Court abandoned strict scrutiny as the standard of review on abortion rights and instead adopted the undue burden standard.\textsuperscript{180} While the undue burden standard is simple to state, a state’s regulation of abortion is constitutional so long as it does not pose an “undue burden” on the pregnant person seeking an abortion, it has remained difficult to apply.\textsuperscript{181} The undue burden test is a unique standard of review applicable only to abortion.\textsuperscript{182} By adopting it, the Court rejected \textit{Roe}’s support of a woman’s interest in her own body and the devaluation of states’ interest that occurred in \textit{Roe}.\textsuperscript{183} Therefore, “the undue burden standard provided the appropriate means of reconciling the State’s interest with the woman’s constitutionally protected

\textsuperscript{176} See \textit{id.} at 2310–16.
\textsuperscript{181} See Donaldson, \textit{supra} note 57, at 280, 282.
\textsuperscript{182} See \textit{id.} at 280.
\textsuperscript{183} See \textit{Casey}, 505 U.S. at 869, 873.
liberty.184 The deference shown by the Court to the legislature in *Casey* emboldened anti-abortion advocates and other states’ legislatures and opened the doors for numerous restrictions across the country, leading to the closure of hundreds of clinics.185

Using *Casey*’s undue burden tests as the cornerstone of subsequent decisions, the Court upheld the “partial birth abortion” ban in *Gonzales*.186 In its decision, the Court relinquished its duty as fact-finder and bowed with significant deference to Congressional findings, including Congress’ reliance on pseudoscience.187 The Court reached its conclusions despite evidence from medical professionals concerning the efficacy and safety of the procedure and the need for a health and safety exceptions to the ban.188 As a result, while some states like California made abortion easier and more accessible, in other parts of the country abortion deserts formed, with clinic numbers cratering and access becoming all but impossible for many.189

Then came *Whole Woman’s Health v. Hellerstedt*. While it did not overturn *Casey* or *Gonzales* directly, it did open a door to challenge analogous statutes and regulations in the future.190 Post-*Whole Woman’s Health*, multiple lawsuits have been filed across the country challenging existing abortion restrictions, including the *Falls Church v. Oliver* litigation.191 Each challenge is rooted in a fact-specific inquiry, leaning heavily on the position that fact-based evidence, not ideology, should rule the day when it comes to determining what is and is not an undue burden.192 The plaintiffs in these cases argue that courts should take into account the full impact of abortion restrictions imposed on pregnant people, and not just those explicitly acknowledged by the legislatures.193

---
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Whole Woman’s Health rested on medical evidence, or rather the lack of medical evidence, to support the stated interest in imposing a burden to protect health. Justice Breyer, writing for the majority, stated that the courts, in reviewing regulations under the undue burden standard had an obligation to examine “the existence or nonexistence of medical benefits” and to look at the actual effects of regulatory changes on the experience of pregnant people. However, in NIFLA v. Becerra the Court, in the course of ruling California’s attempts to impose regulations on crisis pregnancy center communications with their patients unconstitutional, reaffirmed the Casey ruling concerning informed consent requirements on free speech grounds. In the Court’s opinion, Justice Clarence Thomas characterized Pennsylvania’s informed consent statute as simply “a law requiring physicians to obtain informed consent before they could perform an abortion.” The Court further stated that Casey rejected the free-speech challenge because the informed consent requirement “for constitutional purposes, [was] no different from a requirement that a doctor give certain specific information about any medical procedure.” The Whole Woman’s Health Act would remove similar informed consent statutes from Virginia law, and the Falls Church v. Oliver lawsuit challenges the validity of such statutes based on the undue burden standard found in Whole Woman’s Health, not on free speech grounds. While in the abstract requiring medical professionals to obtain informed consent would not be viewed as an unconstitutional infringement on a medical professional’s free speech, if anything can be carried away from Whole Woman’s Health, it is that the actual requirements and their effects have to be viewed empirically, and not in the abstract, when determining whether they impose an undue burden on access to abortion.

CONCLUSION

The history of abortion laws and regulations in Virginia is rooted in anti-abortion animus, rather than genuine concern for the health and safety of the patients. Arising from these beginnings, it is no surprise that many of Virginia’s abortion statutes and associated regulations remain on the books.
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and create unnecessary burdens for pregnant Virginians seeking abortion access. The Whole Woman’s Health Act, a comprehensive bill that would excise the most pernicious of the baseless abortion statutes from the Virginia Code, has failed to make it through the General Assembly for two years in a row, with only limited consideration. Adopting the Whole Woman’s Health Act would reflect the underlying principle in the Whole Woman’s Health v. Hellerstedt decision and the clarified ‘undue burden’ standard, removing medically unnecessary impediments to abortion access. While the recent developments regarding the composition of the Supreme Court and more recent Supreme Court decisions may make it seem less urgent, the need for this law remains critical.